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Destination Websites to Reflect the Needs 
of Audiences: Perspective from Spain

Spain.info



Tourism sector web analysis to know 
the latest trends in terms of design and 

multimedia elements.

Analysis of the principal official 
international tourism portals.

Carrying out more than 6,000 online 
surveys in 16 countries to analyse the 

needs of the international tourist.

Knowing who the portal’s visitors are, why 
they visit and what type of information 

they are looking for.

Study of the key metrics of Spain.info to 
learn about user browsing habits on the 

portal.

Reports from payments platforms, 
executive market reports and outlook 

reports.

Multimedia trends

Competitor benchmarking

User study

Surveys on Spain.info

Web analyticsMarket reports

/Research



The fact that different markets have 
different interests clearly shows the need 
to customise content.

Customisation of content1.

Newsletter8.

Cultural and urban tourism, together with 
beaches, are the main attractions for 
potential tourists.

Most interesting content6.

Potential users of the site prefer 
the information to be organised 
geographically.

Organisation of information7.

/User study conclusions

Photographs are the content type that 
tourists find most inspiring.

The importance of images2.

Users visit an official website primarily to 
seek practical information and to check the 
requirements for travelling to the country.

Practical information3.

Transport and accommodation are the 
services that are most frequently booked 
through an official website.

Bookings4.

Maps for locating the main tourist 
attractions stand out as being the most 
useful tool for travellers.

Maps5.

60% of those surveyed said that they 
would be interested in receiving a 
newsletter about Spain on a regular basis.



/Main features

New visual identity which is 
more modern, and with an 

increased impact. 

Features that help tourists 
to plan and organise their 

trips. 

Implementation of the 
mobile first philosophy. 

Improves the user 
experience during browsing 

and interacting.

Integration of social media 
to enable sharing content. 

Inspirational, visual and 
practical content.

Optimisation of content and 
technological development 

to improve SEO. 

Websites by language, with 
all content fully translated.



Visual identity and image

New Design



New visual identity that conveys an 
attractive and modern image of Spain.



Design with high visual impact where the image 
speaks for itself.



A focus on the visual, with more than 
5,000 current photographs that strengthen the 
message that Spain is a welcoming, friendly 
country with great weather.



Structure and browsing

Content architecture



What to do
Navigation by subject.



Where to go
Navigation by geographical location.



Calendar of events
Navigation by updated topical information.



v

Optimised browsing with over 900 themed and 
localised “TAGs”.

Sailing Yacht Spain Balearic Islands Majorca



Tools and features

Features



My trip, design your trip according to your tastes and 
preferences to discover travel ideas especially designed for you.



Interactive map, all of Spain’s tourist information localised on a 
browsable map. Where to go, what to see...



An extensive catalogue of digital guides for us-
ers to consult, available in more than 15 lan-
guages. 

Culture, nature, gastronomy, urban tourism… You 
choose the Spain that suits you best.

Social media integration Interaction with users: Social media integration with the possibility 
to share content throughout the browsing session.



Route planner, plan your own customised trip 
by selecting places of interest.

Google
Powered by



An extensive catalogue of digital guides for 
users to consult, available in more than 
15 languages. 

Culture, nature, gastronomy, urban tourism… 
You choose the Spain that suits you best.

Download brochures



Book experiences
Almost 2,000 tourist activities with booking 
option, classified by theme and location.



An extensive catalogue of digital guides for us-
ers to consult, available in more than 15 lan-
guages. 

Culture, nature, gastronomy, urban tourism… You 
choose the Spain that suits you best.

Social media integration Newsletter: Subscription to the Spanish tourism newsletter
to learn about the latest ideas for travel and events, etc.



Travel and SEO suggestions

Content



Quality content, selection of the best content.
More inspirational and visual travel ideas.



At the end of 2020, Spain.info will incorporate 
200 content lines, with over 500 trip ideas.

Inspirational content: Articles



Informative content has been reduced in 
favour of editorial content, transforming 
Spain.info into a more inspirational website.

Key informative content to help with trip 
planning has been maintained: 750 tourist 
destinations, over 200 articles focusing on 
culture, over 200 on natural spaces, and 
almost 3,000 on beaches.

Informative content



Practical content
Over 2,500 pages of practical information with 
tips on travel, transport, the weather...



Objectives and process

Content planning



Geographic 
diversity

/Objectives 

Deseasonalise
 demand

Pluralisation of source 
markets

Increase in tourism 
revenue

Spain’s tourism 
brand

Motivational diversification 
in mature markets



The characteristics of the destinations 
being promoted, whether these are 

coastal, urban, or inland. One of the aims 
is to promote inland Spain.

To adapt the promotion to the different 
tourism products and sub-products: 

cultural, urban, gastronomic, natural, sun 
and beach, etc

Target audience characteristics: families, 
couples, seniors, business, luxury 

travellers, singles, etc.

Consider which phase of the customer 
journey the tourist is in: inspiration, 

planning, booking, etc.

Research into the search terms with 
greatest relevance for our target 

audience in order to adapt content to 
their preferences.

Ensure the maintenance of an 
appropriate balance in the promotion of 

the different regions within Spain.

Destination type

Product and tourist motivation

Target market

Phase of the customer journey

Keyword researchGeographical balance

/Content planning 
process



Your trip to Spain starts here. Visit Spain.info



www.spain.info


